Abstract. We prove the existence of harmonic functions f on trees, with respect to suitable transient transition operators P , that satisfy an analogue of Menshov universal property in the following sense: f is the Poisson transform of a martingale on the boundary of the tree (equipped with the harmonic measure m induced by P ) that, for every measurable function h on the boundary, contains a subsequence that converges to h in measure. Moreover, the martingale visits every open set of measurable functions with positive lower density.
Introduction.
We start by outlining our main ideas and goals: precise definitions will be given later. This paper studies density, frequent density and universal properties of martingales and harmonic functions with respect to nearest neighbor transition operators on an infinite tree T . The simplest tree is a chain of vertices, isomorphic to the integers. Consider, for simplicity, the symmetric nearest neighbor transition operator with equal probability to move to each of the two neighbors (the isotropic operator): then its harmonic functions are linear functions, whose image cannot be dense in C. Similarly, density fails for any nearest neighbor transition operator. But if a tree has infinitely many bifurcation vertices (for instance, a binary tree), and we start with any arbitrary value of a function f at a given vertex, then it is clear that there are enough degrees of freedom to extend f harmonically at each vertex. More generally, let us consider a nearest neighbor transition operator with strictly positive transition coefficients from every vertex to each neighbor, it was shown in [1] that there is a large class of infinite subsets of T such that every function with preassigned values therein can be extended to a harmonic function on T : it is trivial to choose the values so that the image is dense. Moreover, given any enumeration of these values, the image can be chosen to be frequently dense in that enumeration.
More precisely, these sets R introduced in [1] are those with enough bifurcations, in the sense that they are not contained in the union of a finite set and finitely many linear branches (that is, chains of contiguous vertices with only two neighbors). These sets R are called ramified, and it was proved in [1] that the set D(R) = D(R, T, P ) of P −harmonic functions f on T such that f (R) is dense in C is non-empty if and only if R is ramified, and if R is ramified then the following density properties hold: D(R) is a dense G δ subset of the space of P −harmonic functions H P (T ), D(R) ∪ {0} contains a dense vector subspace of H(T ), and if R ramifies frequently enough (namely, if R is an infinite subset of T such that every linear branch of T contains at most C elements of R for some C > 0 independent of the linear branch), then for any enumeration of R the set F D(R) is dense in H(T ) (otherwise, there always exists an enumeration of R for which F D(R) is empty).
All this was proved in [1] for all nearest neighbor transition operators such that every vertex has strictly positive transition probability to each neighbor. But if, in addition, the transition operator P is transient, that is if it generates a random walk going to the boundary at infinity Ω = Ω(T ) (that consists of all geodesic rays starting at any fixed reference vertex), then P −harmonic functions can be reconstructed from their boundary values: more precisely, they are obtained by finitely additive measures on Ω, in the sense that they are Poisson integrals of finitely additive boundary measures, also called distributions. Conversely, every distribution on the boundary gives rise to a P −harmonic function via the Poisson integral.
Here is another way to regard boundary distributions of harmonic functions on a tree, in terms of martingales on its boundary Ω. Indeed, the choice of a reference vertex o makes it meaningful to consider its descendants v of any given generation n 0 (for n = 0 one has v = o): we say that these vertices have length n. Then Ω splits as the disjoint union of the subsets Ω(v) of all geodesic rays starting at o and containing v, that we call arcs of the n-th generation. This splitting induces on Ω a totally disconnected compact topology. Consider the family of nested σ-algebras A n generated by the arcs of the n-th generation. By integration on arcs of the n-th generation, every finitely additive measure ν on Ω projects to an A n -measurable function f n that converge to ν in the sense of distributions, that is, in measure. Let us denote by π n these projections. Then, clearly, π n π m ν = π n π m ν = π min{n,m} ν: in other words, the sequence of projections {R n ν} is a martingale.
Then we can start with martingales on Ω instead of harmonic functions on T , and use the projections of a martingale to build a sequence of functions {f n = π n φ} on Ω. Once a reference vertex o is chosen and fixed, each such function can be naturally regarded as a function f † n on the vertices of length n (and conversely, every function h defined on the set C n of all vertices of length n lifts to a function h on Ω that is constant on arcs of the n-th generation). The collection of all the f † n , each defined on C n , gives rise to a unique function f † on T , and it is immediate to see that f † is harmonic with respect to a suitable transition operator. Similarly, every (normalized) positive measure ν on Ω (hence a Borel measure) gives rise to a martingale whose projections yield a function ν † on the vertices of T and a forwardonly nearest neighbor transition operator Q, necessarily transient: ν † is a Q−harmonic function. Note that ν is the hitting distribution on Ω of the random walk induced by Q starting at o. Instead, if ν is not positive, we still obtain an operator Q and a Q−harmonic function, but the transition coefficients of Q are no longer positive.
To summarize: once a vertex o is chosen, every positive Borel measure on the boundary projects to a function on T that is Q-harmonic for a suitable (unique) forward-only transition operator; moreover, by the same family of projections (based on the measure ν on the boundary given by the hitting distribution of Q), every measurable function on Ω becomes a Q−harmonic function on T , and the same representation holds for measures or distributions (i.e., finitely additive measures) on Ω. This function depends on the choice of o, but the corresponding harmonic function under a different choice of o is the Poisson transform of an equivalent measure or distribution on Ω.
We shall prove universal properties and frequent universal properties for martingales on the boundary of trees without linear branches. Frequent universal properties were not studied in [1] and are studied here for the first time. As a consequence of the identification of harmonic functions and martingales, these universal properties can be simply rephrased in terms of harmonic functions of forward only transition operators, We shall systematically identify boundary martingales with Q−harmonic functions (Q being forward only), and express all results in terms of these functions. Given any sequence n of radii, we consider the set U (n) of functions h ∈ H Q (T ) whose restrictions to the circles C nj , n j ∈ n, regarded as locally constant functions on Ω, are dense in the space of measurable functions on Ω, and prove that this set is dense in H Q and U (n) ∪ {0} contains a dense vector subspace of H Q . Moreover, the set of functions h ∈ H Q that visit every open subset of the space of measurable functions on Ω with positive lower density is also dense in H Q .
Finally, we observe that the previous statements about frequently dense martingales reduce attention to the associated Q−harmonic functions. However, our results are different from those proved in [1] , and also the set-up is different, because the transition operators considered in [1] have strictly positive transition coefficients to the neighbors, while Q is forward only. On the other hand, in Section 4 we extend the scope of our result to strictly positive nearest neighbor transition coefficients as follows. We have shown that, once we start with a positive Borel measure ν on Ω, there is a unique forward only transition operator Q such that ν is the hitting distribution of the random walk generated by Q and starting at o. But this is not the only transient operator that has ν as hitting distribution on the boundary: there is a large amount of such transient nearest neighbor transition operators P , and it was shown in [24] (see also [6, Section 7.2] ) how to construct all of them explicitly. For each such P , the associated Poisson representation identifies ν with a P −harmonic function on T , and maps the space of all distributions on Ω onto the space H P (T ). So we can apply our methods for frequent universality to all P −harmonic functions for a huge class of transition operators P .
For this purpose, the most natural operators are the very regular nearest neighbor transition operators (that is, those whose transition probabilities to the neighbors are bounded below by some δ > 0 and bounded above by 1 2 − δ). These operators are transient, and are a subclass of those considered in [1] . In Section 4 we extend all our frequent universal results to the spaces of harmonic functions of very regular nearest neighbor transition operators, through estimates for their hitting distribution in the boundary [16] ,.
2. Notation and preliminaries 2.1. Trees. Notation on trees is not completely uniform: we follow most of the terminology established in [2] . Here is a review. A tree T is a connected, simply connected countable graph without non-trivial loops. With abuse of notation we shall also write T for the set of vertices of the tree. In contrast with [2] , here we do not assume that T is homogeneous: the number of edges joining at every vertex of T may vary, but stays finite. For x, y ∈ T we write x ∼ y if x, y are neighbors. For any x, y ∈ T there exist a unique n ∈ N and a unique minimal finite sequence (z 0 , . . . , z n ) of distinct vertices such that z 0 = x, z n = y and z k ∼ z k+1 for all k < n; this sequence is called the geodesic path from x to y and is denoted by [x, y]. The integer n is called the length of [x, y] and is denoted by d(x, y); d is a metric on T . We fix a reference vertex o ∈ T and call it the origin. The choice of o induces a partial ordering in T : x y if x belongs to the geodesic from o to y. We denote by y − the unique neighbor of y = o that belongs to this geodesic arc, that is, such that y − < y: the father of y. For x ∈ T , the length |x| of x is defined as |x| = d(o, x). For any vertex x and any integer k |x|, x k is the vertex of length k in the geodesic [o, x] . The sector S(x) generated by a vertex x = o is the set of vertices v such that x ∈ [o, v]. We shall often write S x instead of S(x).
For k ∈ N let C k be the circle {x ∈ T : |x| = k}, and B k the ball {x ∈ T : |x| k}.
Harmonic functions.
Definition 1. A function f : T → R is harmonic at a non-terminal vertex
It is well known that the assumption of transience is equivalent to the existence of non-constant harmonic functions (see [14] ).
The space of harmonic functions on T is denoted by H(T ), or, when we need to specify the transition operator, by H P (T ). This space is equipped with the relative topology induced by the product (cartesian) topology of C T , which is a metric topology: the distance between f and g ∈ C T is given by
where {x j } is an enumeration of all vertices of T . Clearly, H(T ) is closed in C T and therefore is a metric space. Note also that, since T is countable, the space of all functions on T (hence also the closed subspace H(T )) is separable in this metric: a countable dense subset is the space of all functions with complex values with rational real and imaginary parts.
2.3.
Martingales on the boundary of a tree. We define the boundary Ω of tree T as the set of infinite geodesics starting at o. In analogy with the previous notation, for ω ∈ Ω and n ∈ N, ω n is the vertex of length n in the geodesic ω. For x ∈ T the interval I(x) ⊂ Ω, generated by x, is the set I(x) = ω ∈ Ω : x = ω |x| . The sets I(ω n ), n ∈ N, form an open basis at ω ∈ Ω. Equipped with this topology Ω is compact and totally disconnected. The boundary arcs I(v) subtended by v with |v| = n form a σ-algebra A n (that is finite if the tree is locally finite at each vertex of length = n), and these σ-algebras are nested: A n ⊂ A n+1 for every n. These nested σ−algebras generate the Borel σ−algebra A on Ω.
Choose any probability measure ν on Ω, that is, a normalized positive Borel measure. Then the maps
are projections from L 1 (Ω) to locally constant functions in L ∞ (Ω) that are A n -measurable. These family of projections form a martingale: π m π n f = π min{m,n} f . For f ∈ L 1 (Ω) we project the sequence π n f to a function on T defined by
Conversely, let
for u ∼ w, u < w. It is clear that w>v, w∼v q(u, w) = 1 and
is its geodesic path from o. So the transition coefficients q(v, w) are transition probabilities, and, if we set q(v, v − ) = 0, they form a transition operator Q that is forward-only and nearest neighbour. Then the following lifting to the boundary
gives rise to a sequence of A n -measurable functions on Ω that is a martingale if and only if h is Q-harmonic, and this lifting is the right inverse of the projection (2.3). Moreover, h * † = h. This shows that forward harmonicity with respect to Q is equivalent to the martingale property induced by ν,
Universal harmonic functions in the sense of Menshov
In this section we consider universal properties for martingales on the boundary of a tree T . As mentioned in Sections 2 and 2.3, via the natural lifting to functions on T explained in those Sections, each martingale, regarded as a finitely additive measure ν on Ω, gives rise to a forwardonly nearest neighbor transition operator Q (not necessarily positive) and a Q−harmonic function on T . If ν > 0, then Q is positive and ν is its hitting distribution on Ω of its random walk starting at o. In the same way, all other measures or distributions on Ω are in one-to-one correspondence (via the martingales that they generate) with the Q−harmonic functions.
Therefore, from now on, we shall limit attention to the space H Q of harmonic functions of the generic forward-only nearest neighbor transition operator Q on a rooted tree T (with root vertex denoted by o). Without loss of generality, we can assume that q(v − , v) = 0 for every v = o. All the results of [1] extend to this set-up.
An universal property was introduced by Menshov, who proved in [19] the existence of a trigonometric series whose partial sums approximate almost everywhere every 2π-periodic function. It is well known that if f n converge to f almost everywhere then f n → f in measure, that is m{x : |f n − f | > ε} tends to zero for every ε > 0 as n → ∞. On the other hand, convergence in measure in a space of finite measure implies almost everywhere convergence for a subsequence. Therefore the universal property almost everywhere is equivalent to universal approximation in measure, and in this sense we can prove the existence of a universal Q−harmonic function h on a tree, where Q is a forward-only transition operator determined by the choice of h. The measure space is, of course, the boundary Ω of T , equipped with the probability measure ν given by the hitting distribution of the random walk generated by Q that starts at o. Actually, we shall prove much more: for every forward only operator Q we shall build a Q−harmonic function that, identified to a martingale with respect to the hitting distribution ν induced by Q on Ω, is frequently dense in the space of ν−measurable functions. Indeed, by the results of Subsection 2.3, we identify a sequence convergent in measure of measurable functions {h n } on Ω that satisfies the additivity property π n h n+1 = h n with a Q−harmonic function on the vertices of T .
Definition 2. For any sequence n := {n j } ⊂ N let U (n) = U (n, T ) be the set of functions h ∈ H Q (T ) such that {h n = h| Cn : n ∈ n} is dense in M : that is, for every f ∈ M there is h ∈ U (n) and a subsequence {n j } of n such that h nj converges to f in measure (or equivalently, pointwise ν−almost everywhere). If R ⊂ T , define U (n, R) analogously by limiting attention to functions harmonic on R.
Theorem 3.1. If all linear branches of T have finite length, then for each sequence n ⊂ N the set U (n) is a dense G δ subset of H Q (equipped, as usual, with the topology of pointwise convergence).
Proof. Let M be the space of measurable functions on Ω. The space M = (M, ν), equipped with convergence in measure, is a complete metric space: its metric is
As before, let us identify (via the injection operator * and the projection † ) the A n −measurable functions on Ω with K n . Each measurable function can be approximated in measure by functions in some K n . Therefore there is a sequence f j ∈ M dense in measure in M and such that, for every j, f j ∈ K nj for some n j . We can always choose n j ∈ n by choosing it larger if necessary, since K m ⊂ K m+1 for every m. For every j, s ∈ N let E(j, s) be the open balls
It is clear that
n ∈ E(j, s)} . As before, let h n be the restriction of h to vertices of length n. The lifting h → h * n is continuous, hence {h ∈ H Q : h * n ∈ E(j, s} is open. Therefore U (n) is a G δ in H Q . By Baire's theorem, it is enough to show that ∪ n∈n {h ∈ H Q : h * n ∈ E(j, s} is dense in H Q . It is enough to show that, for every ε > 0, N ∈ N and g ∈ H Q , there is n ∈ n and h ∈ H Q such that h * n ∈ E(j, s) and h = g in the ball B N = {v : |v| n}. Since f j ∈ K nj , it is constant in the sectors subtended by vertices of length n j . Choose k > log 2 s and n ∈ n, n n j , n N + k and let h = g in B n−k−1 = B N −1 . For |u| = N , there is a descendant u 1 > u such that its father (u 1 ) − has at least two children and satisfies q((u 1 ) − , u 1 ) 1/2. In the same way, there is a geodesic path containing k vertices (not necessarily contiguous) u = u 0 < u 1 < u 2 < · · · < u k (u) such that
and let m = max{n(u) : |u| = N }. Without loss of generality we can assume that all u k (u) have length m (otherwise replace u k (u) with one of its descendents of length m). By choosing a larger m we can also assume m ∈ n. Now, for |v| = m, v = u k (u), let h(v) = f j (v). Observe that h coincides with f j except on the arcs of the m−th generation subtended by u k (u) for each u such that |u| = N . By the multiplicativity rule(2.5) each arc subtended by u k (u)has measure less than 1/2 k times the measure of the arc subtended by u. Therefore, whatever value we assign to h on the vertices u k (u) for |u| = N , it follows from (3.2) that d ν (h * m , f j ) 1/2 k < 1/s: if we can extend h to a harmonic function, this will show that h * m ∈ E(j, s). Now we can set h(u k (u)) for |u| = N so that the function h :
. Similarly, for i = 1, . . . , k, we define h on vertices w with |w| = N + 1, . . . , m as h(w) = (h * m ) † (w). In this way h is defined in B N and harmonic in B N −1 . Now extend h as constant on each sector subtended by vertices x of length m by setting h(y) = h(x) for every y > x. So h is harmonic everywhere. Since h and g are harmonic and coincide on the circle C N then by the maximum principle for harmonic functions they coincide on all of the ball B N . So we have proved that h * n ∈ E(j, s) and h = g in B N . ⊔ ⊓ Theorem 3.2. Under the same hypothesis, U (n) ∪ {0} contains a dense vector subspace of H Q .
Proof. The space H Q , equipped with the distance (2.1), is separable. Choose a dense sequence {g j ∈ H Q }. Let n 0 = n. By definition of U (n), there is h 1 ∈ U (n) with d(h 1 , g 1 ) < 1, and a subsequence n 1 ⊂ n 0 such that lim n∈n1 (h 1 ) † n = 0 (here the limit is in measure on Ω). Then we build h 2 ∈ U (n 1 ) such that lim n∈n2 (h 2 ) † n = 0 and d(h 2 , g 2 ) < 1/2, and, by iterating the argument, we produce nested sequences n 0 ⊃ n 1 ⊃ . . . and harmonic functions h j ∈ U (n j ) ⊂ U (n) such that lim n∈nj (h j ) * n = 0 and d(h j , g j ) < 1/j. Since the sequence g j is dense, the last inequality shows that also {h j } is dense in H Q , hence so is its linear span E. Now let h ∈ H Q , h = 0, of type h = m j=1 c j h j , with, say, c m = 0. We only need to show that h ∈ U (n). Choose any measurable function f on Ω. Again by definition of U (n), there is a subsequence λ n ∈ n m ⊂ n such that (h m ) † λn → f /c m in measure. But we know that (h j ) † λn → 0 for 0 j < m, by construction of the h j and the fact that the sequences n j are nested. It follows that h † λn → f in measure, hence f ∈ U (n) and the proof is finished.
⊔ ⊓ Lemma 3.3. For k 1, let s ∈ N be the power of 2 in the prime decomposition of k, that is, the number such that k/2 s is odd, write ℓ(k) = s + 1, r 1 = 1, and set inductively
that is,
Then, for every m 1, the set {r n : n ∈ N, ℓ(n) = m} has strictly positive lower density in N.
Proof. The sequence ℓ(k) is constructed so that ℓ(2 s ) = ℓ(2 s + 1) = · · · = ℓ(2 s+1 − 1) = s + 1. This means that, for 1 m N ,
Here is a more explicit prrof. ℓ(k) = 1 only if k is odd, hence exactly one half of the integers between 1 and 2 N satisfy ℓ(k) = 1 and so the identity above holds for m = 1. Similarly, ℓ(k) = m if and only if k is a multiple of 2 m−1 but not of 2 m−2 , hence exactly a fraction 2 −m of the integers between 1 and 2 N satisfy ℓ(k) = m, that is, 2 N −m integers. We first show that, for every N ,
This is clear if N = 0. We proceed by induction on N : assuming r 2 N = 2 N +1 − 1, we show that r 2 N +1 = 2 N +2 − 1. Indeed,
Note that, if k = 2 s p for s < N and p odd, then
Moreover, by definition of ℓ, we have ℓ(2 j ) = j + 1 for every j. Therefore (3.8) becomes
by (3.5). Now, by the induction hypothesis, r 2 N +1 = 2 N +2 − 1, that is (3.7).
Since r k is increasing, the statement follows if we prove that lim inf j→∞ |{n ∈ N : r n j, ℓ(n) = m}| j > 0.
Choose j = r 2 N . Then it is enough to show that
But r 2 N = 2 N +1 − 1, hence the last inequality holds if
This inequality follows from (3.6). ⊔ ⊓ Definition 3. A function h ∈ H Q is frequently universal harmonic if, for every non-empty open set O ⊂ M , the set N (f, O) = {n ∈ N : h n ∈ O} has positive lower density. The set of frequently universal harmonic functions is denoted by F U . Proof. We first show that F U is not empty. Let h ∈ U (n): in particular, the sequence h * n ∈ K n is dense in M . For g ∈ M , denote by B(g, s) the ball in M with center g and radius s. Then f ∈ H Q belongs to F U provided that f * rk ∈ B(h ℓ(k) , 1/2 ℓ(k) ), where the sequences r k and ℓ(k) are as in Lemma 3.3. But the argument in the last part of the proof of Theorem 3.1 shows that every function h defined in the ball B n ⊂ T and harmonic in B n−1 can be extended, for every m > 0 to a function, denoted again by h, defined in B n+m and harmonic in B n+m−1 , such that h * n+m ∈ B(h * n , 2 −n ). Now the existence of a frequently universal harmonic function h follows by inductively applying this property to n = r k−1 , m = ℓ(k), and noticing that n + m = r k by (3.4), hence there exists h ∈ H Q such that h * rk ∈ B(h * ℓ(k) , 2 −ℓ(k) ) for every k. We can repeat this construction by starting with a fixed harmonic function g and setting h = g in a ball B n , and then extending h to a frequently universal harmonic function. Since h = h (n) coincides with g on a ball of radius n and n can be taken arbitrarily large, this shows that there exists a sequence h (n) ∈ F U that converges to g, hence F U is dense in H Q .
⊔ ⊓
Theorem 3.5. Under the same hypothesis, XU is a dense G δ subset of H Q disjoint from F U , and so F U is meager in H Q .
Proof. Choose a countable family of open sets in O j ⊂ M , and, in analogy with the proof of Theorem 3.1, let
Therefore XU is a G δ set. We claim that F U is disjoint from XU (see also [18] ). Indeed, let O 1 and O 2 be disjoint open sets in C. Clearly, N (f, O 1 )∩ N (f, O 2 ) = ∅. By frequent density, there exist δ > 0 and m ∈ N such that, for every N m,
Now assume that f is also in XU . This means that
This proves the claim.
Let us prove that XU is dense in H Q (see also [21] ). By (3.9) and Baire's theorem, it suffices to show that ∪ n N E(j, m, n) is dense in H Q for every j, m, N .
It is clear that density is equivalent to the following property: for every ε > 0, j, m, N > 0, g ∈ H Q and for every finite sequence v 1 , . . . , v N of vertices, there is h ∈ H Q , and n N such that |g(v i ) − h(v i )| < ε for i = 1, . . . , N and h ∈ E(j, m, n). But this follows from exactly the same argument of Theorem 3.1. Now it follows from the claim that F U is meager, and the proof is complete.
Frequently universal harmonic functions of very regular transition operators
In the previous Sections we have proved universal properties for harmonic functions of forward-only nearest neighbor transition operators on trees, naturally associated to boundary martingales. Here we briefly show how to extend these results to harmonic functions for a large class of transient nearest neighbor transition operators that are not forward-only. We begin by recalling some known results on harmonic functions on trees equipped with transient transition operators and their boundary representation: most of the results are taken from [7, 16] .
We suppose that the transition operator P on T is transient, in the sense that the random walk that it generates leaves every finite set with positive probability. That is, if v n is the random vertex at time n ∈ N visited by the random walk starting at v 0 , then the probability of first hit at v satisfies the inequality
for every v ∈ T . We call a finite set of vertices C a contour if no two vertices of C are neighbors and T \ C splits as union of finitely many connected components only one of which (called the interior Int C of C) is bounded. If C is a contour and
this summation formula is the solution of the Dirichlet problem on Int C [17] . It is clear that, for each contour C, every harmonic function on C ∪ Int C attains its maximum on C.
Let us denote by V n the random vertex visited by the random walk on T induced by P and starting at some vertex v 0 . Since P is transient, there exists V ∞ := lim n V n ∈ Ω almost surely. The hitting distribution ν v0 is the probability measure on Ω (with respect to the Borel σ−algebra) defined on Borel sets O ⊂ Ω by ν v0 (O) = Pr{V ∞ ∈ O}. The measures ν v are mutually absolutely continuous, and the Radon-Nikodym derivative K v0 (v, ω) = dν v /dν v0 (ω) is called the Poisson kernel. If h is a nonnegative P −harmonic function, then the probabilistic Fatou theorem states thath(V ∞ ) = lim n h(V n ) exists ν v0 almost surely.
A celebrated (deterministic) Fatou theorem [10] follows from this: for every h ∈ H P (T ) and
is called the Poisson transform.
A stopping time argument shows that U (v, w) = U (v, u) U (u, w) whenever u belongs to the geodesic path between v and w. For every vertex v = o, consider the sector S(v) = {u : v u}. Then K(v, w) := U (v, w)/U (o, w) is constant on each sector S(u) with |u| = |v|, It follows from the definition of ν that K(v, ω) = lim w→ω K(v, w). Hence the Poisson kernel is locally constant on Ω: more precisely, it is constant on each arc I(u) with |u| = |v|, that is, it is A |v| −measurable. Hence, for every v, the Poisson kernel is locally constant on Ω. Then, for every harmonic function h one has Kh(v) = K(π |v|h )(v): in this way, the Poisson transform ofh can be regarded as the Poisson transform of its associated martingale. It is clear that the Poisson integral of every martingale is P −harmonic.
It is trivial that the Poisson transforms of boundary martingales are P −harmonic functions (see also [7] ). Conversely, for every transient operator P , it was proved in [16, 17] that every P −harmonic function (not only positive) is the Poisson transform of a martingale. But we have seen in Subsection 2.3 that every probability measure ν on Ω gives rise to a forward-only transition operator Q whose harmonic functions are in bijective correspondence with the boundary martingales defined by ν via (2.2). If [v 0 , v 1 , . . . , v n = v] denotes the geodesic path from v 0 to v, it follows from the fact that Q is forward-only that Hence, by (2.5), the measure ν is the hitting distribution of Q on Ω, and the family of projections in (2.2) gives rise to the Poisson transform induced by Q. This confirms that all Q−harmonic function arise in this way starting from the boundary martingales defined by integration on arcs with respect te measure ν, and now we know that the same is true for P −harmonic functions expressed as the Poisson transforms (induced by P ) of ν−martingales. This establishes a one to one correspondence between H P (T ) and H Q (T ). We now extend our results to density properties of martingales, now identified with harmonic functions with respect to a transient transition operator P . The key property in the proofs was the uniform decay condition (3.3), that, by (4.2), is equivalent to an exponential decay of the hitting probability U , hence of the Green kernel G(u, v). Then our results can be extended to transition operators that allow a similar uniform decay conditions. Definition 4 (Very regular transition operators). A nearest-neighbor transition operator P on T is very regular if it satifsies the uniform bounds p(u, v) δ and p(u, u − ) 1 2 − δ for some δ > 0 and all u ∼ v, u = o Note that these bounds force the tree to be locally finite.
It has been proved in [16] that, for a very regular P , a similar uniform bound is satisfied by the probability U (v − , v) of that the random walk induced by P visits v for the first time after starting at v − . Namely, U (v − , v) 1 − ǫ, where ǫ > 0 is a universal constant that depends only on the bound δ of Definition 4 (namely, ǫ = 4δ/(1 + 2δ)). Moreover, for every vertex v the hitting distribution ν = ν o of the random walk starting at o of any transient operator P on the boundary satisfies ν(I(v)) = U (o, v)(1 − U (v, v − ))/(1 − U (v − , v)U (v, v − )) and so, for very regular transition operators, the right hand side k(v) := U (o, v)(1−U (v, v − ))/(1−U (v − , v)U (v, v − )) is of of the order of U (o, v) (in the sense that there exist constants C − , C + independent of v such that C − < k(v) < C + . Note that k(v) U (o, v).
Therefore:
